
Mulberry Diver Boat Declaration Form

Assumption of Risk 
1. I understand there are inherent risks involved with Boating and In-water activities such as Snorkelling, 

Freediving and Scuba-Diving including but not limited to Equipment Failure, Perils of the Sea, Harm caused 
by marine creatures, acts of fellow participants, entering and exiting the water, embarking and disembarking 
boats and activities on ramps and jetties.


2. I understand that I have a duty to exercise care for my own safety and that of my fellow participants.

3. I confirm that I am physically fit to ride on a boat (RHIB) and participate in any water related activities (please 

see section on Whole Body Vibration and Repeated Shocks overleaf).

4. I understand that if I need medical assistance, specifically resuscitation, then rescue breaths may not be 

performed due to Covid-19 concerns.

5. I will follow any Instructions given by the Skipper.


Covid-19 
The UK Diver Medical Committee have updated their advice on Covid (Feb 22) and recommend a minimum 
recovery time of one month for divers - details here https://www.ukdmc.org.

Although the Government has removed rules around testing and isolation, the disease is still prevalent in the 
community - if you have symptoms that suggest you may have Covid-19 then please consider carefully 
whether it is appropriate for you (and your buddy)  to dive today.

Please do not travel and dive with us if you have tested Covid-19 positive in the last 14 days.




Are you Fit to Dive? Yes No 

I confirm that I have answered the above to the best of my knowledge; I have read and understood the 
Mulberry Diver Boat Declaration and Safety Brief Forms. 

Reminders:

- each diver should carry at least one Surface Marker buoy (SMB); the skipper will advise when SMBs should be 

deployed

- we no longer offer a hot drink post dive due to Covid; please remember to bring your own drink

- boarding and disembarking is easier and quicker if equipment such as fins, mask etc is all in one bag

- if in a wetsuit, please bring a windproof coat to minimise windchill


Signature


Date

Signature of 
Parent / Guardian

Full name

Address


Emergency 
Contact Name & 
Number
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Mulberry Diver Boat Declaration Form

Mulberry Diver Safety Brief 

Mulberry Diver is MCA Coded Cat 4 and certified to operate upto 20 miles from a safe haven in conditions of 
favourable weather and daylight.


Whole Body Vibration and Repeated Shocks


Travel on a RHIB means that you may be exposed to Whole Body Vibration (WBV - for instance engine vibration) 
and/or Repeated Shocks (RS - for instance from the RHIB meeting head seas).  As Mulberry Diver operates a 
Shuttle service, any exposure to WBV is expected to be short term; it is further mitigated by our typical operating 
conditions in Sea State Smooth / Slight. In the case of RS, your posture whilst travelling is important - it is best to 
sit upright with the spine in neutral alignment, facing across the boat; avoid twisting the upper body which 
increases stress on the spine and subsequent risk of injury. There are handholds on the tubes alongside each 
patched position and the dive rack is stable and can be used as appropriate. Whenever possible, the skipper will 
highlight if there is a need to brace yourself before a particular wave -  we ask that you take personal 
responsibility for your own posture and position.  Please talk to the Skipper if you have any queries or need 
further information.


Safety Equipment is carried onboard as follows:


Liferaft Large white container in steel cage at the front of the boat; to use, tie the 
painter to a metal rail and throw overboard. Further instructions on the side 
of the container.

Lifejackets At the front of the boat in the Black / White Dry Bag - instructions for use 
inside. One per Person plus 2 spare. Alternatively consider use of BCD.

Fire Extinguishers
 One on Console in front of passenger seat; one under Skipper’s seat. 

Radio Instructions Radio is on console in front of passenger seat; instructions for use in Emergency on 
top of Console

Flares Flares are kept in Yellow Tub on A Frame; Gloves provided - instructions on side of 
Flare.

Navigation and reaching Safe 
Refuge.

GPS screen is on left of Console; Instructions on how to access Preprogrammed 
Points including East Beach, Selsey are in the Training Manual under the Passenger 
Seat together with Chart

Engine Controls Instructions on how to drive the boat in the absence of the Skipper are under the 
Passenger Seat. Spare kill cord is in the Yellow Tub on A frame at rear.

First Aid First Aid kit is in the Yellow Square Tub at the front of the boat - First Aid Manual is 
under the passenger seat.

Oxygen Kit Oxygen Equipment is a 10 litre 200 Bar cylinder in a black dry bag next to the 
Liferaft on the port (left) side. There are two RescueEAN kits in the Large Yellow Tub 
at the front - instructions for use included; these allow use of Oxygen mask and 
continuous flow.

MOB recovery Please sit on the Tubes  in an upright position facing across the boat and use the 
most comfortable Handholds. If you feel yourself falling overboard, let go of the 
boat. 

If you see someone fall overboard - shout ‘Man Overboard’ and point to them - keep 
pointing to them until we are alongside them. 

Lifebuoys 2 on A frame at stern; 18m buoyant line on one. Throw and point to person in the 
water.
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